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Glossary of Terms

I

You will hear terms in meetings throughout Rêd HaF that you might notTavë'leamed
anywhere else, and the folks using them won't necêssarily remember tò explaiir them to
you. Write them down, and hopefully you'll find them defined here. I 'i ''-

If you come across a term that doesn't appeil here and that you gari'i,fiSur9 oirr. pl"u."
send mail to stossaryßredhar . com and,the new term will be iqçlUdg4il lrtue editions

of this guide. -i: ,. _ . : r: ,,

For more definitions'and history of the technical jargon in the open seurce, ãtd embedded

communities, see the following sites. If your favorite site isn't listed here, please send that

to the above address as well.

Webopedia: Online Computer Dictionary:
hLLp : / / pcwebopedia . com

The most popular online dictionary.

Internet Multi-Lingual Dictionary:
http : / /wwli . com/translatj-on/netglos /gJ-os sarylglossary . html

Definitions of computer terms in many languages.

CNET glossary:
hLLp: / / coverage. cnet. com/Resources/Info/Glossary/

The main online dictionary for Windows systems.

The Free Online Dictionary of Computin
http: //www. Instantweb. com/foldoc/fofdoc . cgi?Free+On-1ine+Dictionary Of

lnLLp / / foldoc. doc . ic. ac. uk
A dictionary of almost anything to do with computing, edited by Denis Howe.

T

Numbers
8-b¡r

A computer or operating system that works with data eight bits, or one byte, at a time. The

first IBM@ PC was an 8-bit machine. See bit,byte,word.

I
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16-bit - alias

16-bit

32-b¡t

64-b¡t

A computer or operating system that works with data sixteen bits, or two bytes, at a time'

The IBM 286-based pcu"¿ the Apple@ Mac Plus were l6-bit machines; MS-DOS and

Microsoft@ Windows@ 3.x vùere 16-bit operating systems. See bir, byte,word'

A computer or operating system that works with data thirty two bits, or four bytes, at a

time. Machines based on tir" Intel@ 386, 486, and Pentium@ chips, as well as the Apple II,

were 32-bit machines. Linux@, OS/2@, and Windows NT@ are 32-bit opefating systems'

See bit,byte,word.

,{ computer or operating system that works with data sixty four bits, or eight bytes, at a

!m9. Tïe DECrM Alphã ÀXp, Sun'* UltrarM workstation, and machines based on Intel's

IA-64Atanium@ chip are 64-bifmachines. Sun's Solaris@ 8 is a64-bit operating system.

See bil, byte,word.

A
address

1. A number sþecifying a location in memory where a particular piece of data is stored.

2. A name or label identifying a particular computer on a network, or a site on the

" Internet (the "address" of a web page is the URL you type to get to that page)'

3. The combination of a unique name, the @ sign, and a domain that identifies a person

or mailing list in an email sYstem'

,: , i , ;i-ExampleS Of email addresSes âfê mszulikGredhat . com iltd memo-f istGredhat ' com'

AFAIK
Email acronym: as far as I know

al¡àS¿ìi;ri- 
;r: '.''

,_1.. _On.Linux or uNIX@ systems, an altemative name (something that is easier to
' '-'"' 'ré*é*ber 

or quicker io type) for a lengthy command or a complex pathname to a file
" -' òì device on the network.

For example, net Could be an alias for ,/usr/vendor/bin/netscape. Later, when you

,,,r ir,r,typÊnet at a command line, Netscape@ will start'

2.Anameorlabelsignifyingapefsonofgloupofpeopleonanetwork'
Aliases can be used when sending a gfoup of people messages on a regular basis (so

t:L ' 'r-ç¿jfticon't have to type everyone's email address every time) or when protecting the
' 'n';ti':$iflüåby of ttrë reciþiènts by sending a message without exposing everyone's address

to everyone else (privatelistGanycompany ' com)'
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alpha - authority bit off

alpha
1-. The first release of software to a customer, usually just source code. Alpha releases

still contain bugs, and may not have all features implemented yet, but they give the

customer an idea of what to expect from later releases.

2. Also a 64-bit machine from DEC (now Compaq).

Applixware Office for Linux
Suite of office tools that runs on Linux and provides word processing, spreadsheet,

graphics, and other functionality.

arch¡tecture
1. The physical hardware design (the circuit boards and wiring) of a computér system

and its components that distinguishes it from another type of computer'system.

For example, the architecture of a PC is different from that of a Macintosh, so code

written for one won't work on the other.

2. Also refers to the way a microprocessor handles data, such as whether if's l6-bit or

32-bit.

ASCII
American Standard Code for lnformation lnterchange. It is a code used to share

information between dissimilar equipment and computers, even those made by different
manufacturers.

ASCII consists of 128 characters, and includes characters such as the aþhabet, numbers,

and punctuation as well as non-printing characters such as backspace, tab, and new line.

assembler
A tool that produces an object file from assembly code.'lhe GNU assembler is known as

GAS.

assembly code , ,

A programming language that is converted to machine-readable code by an assembler,

and that is specific to a given processor.

Programming in assembly code is difficult for the developer, but it is executéd very fast by

the computer, so it is only used for very small, time critical parts of piôgrams.

Atomic Vision '

' ,. -. 
.l

Red Hat's first acquisition in May 1999, based in the Soma (San Franc:isco) office.

authority bit off ''ililr '; 'f

'What 
someone might say when they're about to launch into lanation,

but they're not completely sure of theii facts or the source of "Authority
bit on" is much less common, but not unheard of.

l

J

I

i

I
I

L
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back end - Bluecurve

B

bar

back end

bash

beta

binary

The part of a compiler that transfoÍns source code (a human-readable program) into
object code (machine-readable instructions).

V/hen a compiler generates machine language code it performes optimizations specific to
a machine's architecture; this is known as back-end processmg.

Usually used in conjunction with foo as a sample name for absolutely anything, especially
programs and files. See foolfoobarlfoo.bar.

A basic command s/zell (Boume Again såell), typically for Linux and other UNIX
operating systems, based on the Bourne shell. See s/¿¿l/.

Second release of software to a customer; it should contain all features, but is still being
tested for bugs.

A numbering system that uses only the digits 0 and 1, also called base 2 notation. In
computers, a 0 means the signal is off (and can also mean "no") and a 1 means the signal is
on (and can also mean "yes").

To convert a binary number to decimal (base 10) notation, read the binary number from
right to left, and assign each digit an increasing multiple of 2 (1, 2, 4, 8,and so on) then
add the values together.

For example, the binary number 10111 is equal to the decimal number 23 (remember to
read right to left): IxI + Ix2 + lx4 + 0x8 + lx16 = I + 2 + 4 + 0 + 16 = 23

,A computational quantity that can take on one of two values, such as true and false or 0
and 1. A bit is said to be set if its value is true or 1, and reset or clear if its value is false or
0. One speaks of setting and clearing bits. To toggle or invert a bit is to change it, either
from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. See also byte,word.

Engineers will talk about a program "having bit rot" because sometimes a program will
just stop working, even though the developer hasn't changed anything.

Sometimes what has happened is that some other program that the first program depends
on has changed, but the first program wasn't updated to match; other times, programs get
garbled when disks crash; and sometimes, there's no obvious reason why the program
doesn't work. It just doesn't.

b¡t

bit rot

Bluecurve
Red Hat's seventh acquisition, in May 2000, now based in the Soma (san Francisco)
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boot - buffer ovedlow

office. Dynameasure, Red Hat's performance management software, was developed by

Bluecurve.

boot
The process of starting or resetting a computer. Starting a computer by tuming the power

on (or off and then back on) is known as a "cold boot" wheteas hitting the reset button (or

Control-Alt-Delete) is known as a "warm boot."

Booting the computer loads and starts the bootsftap loader, which then loads and starts the

operating system. Notice that there are two pieces of software involved: a) the bootstrap

loader, a very short program that is just smart enough to get itself running, and b) the
actual operating system.

The analogy is drawn to a man who walked into quicksand. There was no one to help him
get out, so he reached down and pulled himself out by his own bootstraps. In essence, the

computer is doing the same thing: it runs a short little program that helps it start itself up

enough to load the operating system. Sounds a bit silly, but that's supposedly where the

word "boot" comes from.

bounce
l. Email that is retumed to the sender because the recipient is unknown or unreachable,

either because tl;re address is no longer valid or because Íhe server on the other end is

down.

2. A power outage where the power quits suddenly and then comes back on.

brain dump
The action of telling someone everything you know about a particular topic; usually
happens when handing over responsibility for a project to someone else.

brochureware
Derogatory term describing a product that has a glossy, professionally-produced brochure,
but that doesn't (and might never) really exist. See also slideware, vaponvare.

BSD
Berkeley Software Distribution. BSD contains a UNIX kernel and a family of software
tools from U.C. Berkeley. BSD was originally licensed from AT&T@, and was later
upgraded to all-free code. Formed the basis for SunOSrM.

BTDT
Email acronym: been there, done that.

buffer
A holding area in a program's memory, like an Emacs buffer holding text waiting to be

edited. Similar to the Clipboard in Windows.

buffer overflow
1. Programming term for what happens when you try to stuff more data into a buffer than

the buffer has been constructed to hold. Buffer overflows are common programming
mistakes.
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build - CHILL

c

2. Also a 'way to describe the feeling of trying to absorb more new information than you

can understand at one time.

build
The build process has four steps: editing code, compiling the code into object files, linking
the object files to make an executable, and debugging the executable; the build process

repeats until the executable is a working progr¿ìm. As a noun, denotes the results of the

process.

bus
1. Collection of wires through which data transmits.

2. In networking, a bus is a central cable that connects all devices on a local-area

network (see LAM).

byte
A sequence of eight bits, or two digits in hexadecimal notation. See also bit, hexadecimal,

word.

bytecode
Machine-independent code generated by a compiler and executed by an interpreter. Java@

is an example of bytecode, because the same class files can run on just about any machine.

G2Net
Red Hat's ninth acquisition, in September 2000, based in Newbury, UK and Oakland, CA.

Stronghold, Red Hat's secure web server software, was developed by C2Net.

cache
Recently accessed data in storage on disk on a computer or network.

For example, Netscape keeps a cache of your most recently accessed web pages, so it
knows where to go back to when you hit the Back button. Pronounced cøsl¿.

Canadian cross
A three-way cross compilation; a build process that uses a cross compiler to build another

cross compiler.

For example, using a Sun SPARCstation to build a Motorola 68000 cross compiler that

runs on a 486 PC. See also cross-compiler.

canon¡cal
The standard state or manner or usage in technical terminology, implying "written in the

usual way" depending on what is "usual" in a particular situation.

CHILL
A high-level language popular in Europe for telecommunications programming.
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client - copyleft

client
An application that relies on a server to perform some operations. For example, an email

client connects to a mail servet, enabling you to send and receive email.

CLM
Career Limiting Move. An action that is not advised if you want to retain your cuffent state

of employment. Advocating the exclusive use of Microsoft products at Red Hat, for
example, would be a CLM.

command line
The line in a terminal window showing fhe prompt where you type commands; also

known as the command prompt.

The most common command line prompt in MS-DOS@ is c, \; the command line prompt

in Linux or UNIX can be $, å, or just about anything you want it to be.

communications protocol
A set of rules or standards that computers follow in order to connect to each other and

share information with as few errors as possible. Each machine knows that as long as it
follows the protocol, and communicates in a particulaÍ way, other machines on the

network will understand it.

comp¡ler
A tool that translates high-level, human readable source code (in a language such as C or
Pascal) into machine-executable programs. See GCC.

console
1. A display screen attached to a computer (usually a mainframe) and used to provide

input to, and monitor the status of, a system. Messages such as "log off now, the

system will shut down in 5 minutes" appear on the console, rather than on the screen

you are working at.

2. A special window that takes the place of a separate screen; the console window allows
you to receive messages from the system on the same screen on which you're doing
other work.

context
A point of reference; context-sensitive help systems provide different information
depending on your position (context) in the application.

controller
A device that controls the transfer of data between a computq and a peripheral device.

For example, disk drives, display screens, keyboards, and printers all require controllers.

copyleft
The copyright notice (the GNU General Public License) for GNU Emacs and other GNU
software, which grants reuse and reproduction rights to all users.
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core dump - CygmonrM

core dump
l-. What happens when a process is aborted badly; a very large file named "core" is

produced that can tell those able to understand it what the computer was doing when

the error occurred.

2. See also brain dump,though with a more negative connotation.

cr¡ppleware
Proprietary software that is distributed with some aspect of its functionality disabled, to

give potential users an idea of what to expect without giving them a fully functional

program free of charge.

cross-comp¡ler
A compiler built on a particular host that is used to generate executables for a different

host or architecture.

For instance, a sparc-sun-sunos 4 .1 "cfoss" m68k-aout compiler (also written

sparc-sun-sunos 4. l- x m6Bk-aout) runs on a SunOS 4.1 host, but generates

executables for an embedded m68k-aout board.

csh
C shell, a command shell for users to type commands, interacting with the operating

system. Uses a C-like command syntax, typically for Linux or UNIX developers.

crufty
Of poor quality, or done in an ugly way.

crunch time
The last few weeks or months of a project, when the engineers (and often others) put in

lots of overtime to meet their deadlines.

cursor
A special symbol, usually a solid rectangle or a blinking underline character, that shows

where the next character will be displayed on the screen. To type in different areas of the

screen, you need to move the cursor, using either the arrow keys or the mouse if your

program supports it.

CVS
Concurrent Version System, an open source version control system. CVS is the database

where all source code is stored, so that it's accessible to all Red Hat developers.

cycles
Most modem processors get work done in discreet steps. A single step is a cycle, and is the

smallest time interval visible to the developer.

GygmonrM
A ROM monitor with a command line interface; it supports assembly level language

debugging without a host-based debugger.
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Cygnus SolutionsrM - distro/distribution

Gygnus SolutionsrM
Red Hat's third acquisition, in January 2000. The Engineering Services offices in
Sunnyvale, Toronto, and Cambridge, as well as many of Red Hat's remoties,were
formerly part of Cygnus.

CygwinrM
A UNIX emulator for Windows operating systems. Cygwin is a shell environment that

allows you to run UNIX commands on Windows.

daemon
A continuously running server process, usually started at boot time, that wait in the

background for some condition(s) to occur. 'Web servers, FTP servers, and print servers

are all examples of daemons.

debugger
A tool that allows programmers to examine and control a program, typically for the

purpose of stopping the program while it runs and finding errors in the program.

delix
Red Hat's second acquisition, in July 1999, based in Stuttgart, Germany.

delta

A change, especially a small or incremental one, for a program; represented as A or ð.

demon
See daemon.

deprecate
To mark something as obsolete. Outdated functions or features are marked as deprecated

so that developers know that these won't be supported in future releases, and warns them
that they should migrate their code to newer functions and features.

desktop environment
A desktop environment "runs on top of' awindow manager, and provides convenient
add-ons to the window manager such as icons, task-bars, and file managers. Gnome and
KDE are examples of desktop environments.

d¡ff
GNU file-comparison utility that generates a listing of changes, giving differences
between (and additions to) lines of source code or other text.

distro/distribution
Refers to the producer of a Linux version. Red Hat, Mandrake, Caldera, and SuSE are all
distributions of Linux.
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dynamic link - environment

dynamic link
A program's link against a shared library that, when run, arranges for that library to be
included in the program that is running.

EGCS
Historical name for the GNU compiler; now called GCC

Emacs
GNU customizable text editor (derived from Editing MACToS).In addition to ediring text
files, developers can also start compiles and send and receive email from Emacs. It is so
feature-rich (or complicated, depending on your point of view) that many developers don't
need or want any other tool.

EMEA
Red Hat's Europeffiddle East/Asia business unit.

embedded development, embedded system
Code that runs on a machine (or target board) that a developer can't code on directly, such
as a printer, a toaster, or a video camera. Development is usually done using a
cross-compiler; for example, a developer would use a UNIX system to write code that
would run in a cellular phone.

emulator
A program or device designed to imitate another program or device. For example, there
are programs that enable a Macintosh to emulate a PC, allowing the Mac to run PC
software.

encrypt¡on
Use of algorithms to alter data, making it unreadable to unauthoñzed viewers.

Engineering Services
Red Hat's contract engineering business unit. Contracts are negotiated with individual
companies where we agree to update our compiler, debugger, and other development tools
so that they run on a customer's new chip, platform,target, etc. See NrRE.

enterpr¡se network
A large and diverse network connecting all the systems in an organization.

env¡ronment
Usually, a host operating system. In the case of a target environmenl, a host operating
system and a target (usually, a processor board) working together with an executable
application.
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EOO - FIFO

EOQ
End of quarter. See crunch time.

EPS
Earnings Per Share. This says how much of a company's profits (or losses) to assign to
each share.

For example, a company with 1,000,000 shares of stock outstanding and profits of
$1,000,000 has $1.00 in eamings per share.

ESPP
Employee Stock Purchase Plan. A plan administered by Human Resources that allows you
to specify a certain amount to be deducted from your paycheck over a six month period; at
the end of that period, Red Hat stock is purchased for you at a discount.

Ethernet
ALAN protocol for connecting to a network and the internet.

except¡on
An event during program exécution that prevents the program from continuing normally;
generally, an error.

executable file
A file that is a ready-to-run application.

face time
The time spent communicating with someone face to face, rather than on the phone or
using email.

FAQ
Frequently Asked Questions. A list of questions and answers that will probably solve most
problems for most people. Company FAQs include answers to questions like "how often
do we get paid?" and "what are the official company holidays?,'

FAT
F'ile Allocation Zable. The file allocation table allows the operating system to locate files
on a disk. MS-DOS ships with aFAT filesystem, and Linux supports it.

feature creep
The tendency to add more features to a late project, thereby making it later.

FIFO
Ay'rst-ln-/rst-out interprocess communications method. A good example of a FIFO
system is the checkout line in a grocery store.

F
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filesystem - GCJ

filesystem
An hierarchical directory structue where files may exist at any level of the directory
hierarchy. Different operating systems support different filesystems. Linux suppofis many

different filesystems.

final candidate
The last build of software released to beta sites before shipment.

flame/f lame bait/f lame war
See holy war.

FLOPS
F/oating-point Operations Per Second, a measure of computer's speed of performing

floating-point operations. Compare MIPS.

foo/foobar/foo.bar
Used as a sample name when you want to be very generic ("Let's statr a new project, and

call it foo for now. We'll think of a real name later.")

Etymology from Army slang acronym, FUBAR (from a less polite version of Fouled Up

Beyond All Repair). See bar.

FTP

File Transfer Protocol, based on TCPÆP, which enables getting and storing files between

hosts on the web. Use the ftp command to direct files to new location.

FWIW
Email acronym: for what it's worth.

G

G++

Acronym for the GNU C++ compiler. Written s++ when showing a command line, G++
when referring to the tool in text.

GAS
Acronym for the GNU assembler. Written sas when showing a command line, GAS when

referring to the tool in text.

GCC
Acronym for the GNU C Compiler (also known as the GNU Compiler Collection, after
the integration of the s++ and qcl compilers). Written scc when showing a command line,
GCC when referring to the tool in text.

GCJ
A version of GCC that is able to read Java . cr-ass files, generating assembly code.

Written sc j when showing a command line, GCJ when referring to the tool in text.
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GDB _ GUI

GDB
Acronym for the GNU debugger. Written sdb when showing a command line, GDB when
referring to the tool in text. See also InsightrM

gdbserver
A small special-purpose debugging application running on a target board. sdb connects to
the sdbserver râther than running on the target board itself.

gdbtk
Obsolete name for the GUI debugger. See InsighírM.

GIMP
Gnu Image Processor. A free software tool similar to Adobe Photoshop@.

Gnome
GNU Network Object ModelEnvironment, a configurable Linux GUL

GNU
Recursive acronym for GNU's Not [/NIX. A project to build a free operating system,
started by Richard Stallman in 1985, with many useful spinoffs, such as the Emacs text
editor, a C compiler (scc or escs), a debugger (san), and many other programming tools.

GPL
GNU Public License. Red Hat, as well as many other companies and individuals in the
open source community, distributes its software under the GPL.

The GPL gives our customers the right to use, modify, and redistribute our software, as

long as they then allow others to use, modify, and redistribute their software.

For the full text, S€9 http : / /www. gnu. orglcopyleft/qpt . htmf. See also LGPL.

9reP
A UNIX command for rapidly scanning a file or directory of files, searching for a specific
pattem or specific data.

grok
From the novel Stranger in a Strange Landby Robert A. Heinlein; means to completely
and utterly understand something.

GTK
An open source GUI toolkit, primarily developed for use with the X'Windows System.

GUI
Graphical User lnterface. A GUI takes advantage of the computer's graphical capabilities
to provide menus, scrollbars, and icons by which you can manipulate your files. Some
people prefer to use the command line, however, feeling that it is faster and more efficient.
Examples of GUIs include Gnome, MicrosofP Windows@, and the Apple@ Macintosh@
desktop.
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gypsies - host

gypsies
See remottes,

hang
Stateofwaitingwheretheprogramexpectsanactionthatwillneveroccuf;thisstate
prevents it frorã doing anyihing else' Compare with sleep'

hashing
A sorting and storage mechanism where data items are stored at locations that are

determined by a máthematical function of the data'

Hell's Kitchen Software
Red Hat,s fourth acquisition, in January 2000, based in New York City. CCVS, Red Hat,s

e-commerce transaction processmg softwate' was produced by HKS'

hexadecimal
l.Thebase16numberingsystemthatcountsfrom0-g,andthencontinuesa-f(or

equivalently A-F) represents the digits' 0 through 15'

.Whenrepresentingbytesinhexadecimalnotation,youcountthebytestwodigitsata

time,justasyoudowhen,"p,","nti,'gdatesas02109l}o-youconsider..02',t.obea
unit, and "09" to be another unit' and so on'

2. In HTML, colors are represented in hexadecimal notation' one byte for each of Red'

Green, and Blue'

For instance, 
..font color=FFFFFF,, means as much Red, Green, and Blue aS you can

get, which gives you white. The converse is also true: ..font color=000000'' means that

thereisnoRed'Green,orBlue,soyougetblack.Allothercolorsaremadefrom
combinations of rwo digits for i."¿, t*J¿lgits for Green, and two digits for Blue'

HexadecimalnumbersarealsoSometimesreferredtoas..hex''numbers.

HKS
See Hell's Kitchen Sofnuare'

holy war
Anargumentinwhichmostoftheparticipantstrytopassoffpersonalvaluechoicesand
cultural attachments as objective technical evaluations'

Forexample'manyargumentshavebrokenoutoVütheyearsbetween.peoplewhofavor
Emacsand those who favor vi. one isn't intrinsically beiter than the other, but in a holy

warpeoplejudgeyourworthuno,nat"assumptionsaboutyouasapefsonbasedonthe
editor you use. Holy wars are taken very serio-usly by the people waging them' and are

considered somewúat silly and arbitrary by those who aren't'

host
A computer on which tools actually run'
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ICB - interpreter

tcB
An Internet chat program popular in the Sunnyvale office. Similar to IRC

rcE
In-Circuit Emulator, a hardware device that gives an engineer control over the execution
of a processor while it's connected to the rest of a system's circuitry.

IDE
1. lntegrated Development Environment, a programming environment integrated into an

application. An IDE allows a developer to access various development tools and use

them together without having to run them all independently. Source-NavigatofM is an
example of an IDE.

2. /ntegrated Dnve Electronics, an interface for mass storage devices such as disk drives
or CD-ROM drives, in which the controller is integrated into the drive rather than
being separate from it.

ilRC
Email acronym: if I remember correctly.

IMHO
Email acronym: in my humble opinion.

IMNSHO
Email acronym: in my not so humble opinion.

include files
Often shown as #incfuae (and pronounced "pound include"), they tell your program
where to find other files so you can access their contents without having to duplicate those
same lines in your program.

incr Tc].
An object-oriented extension to Tcl.

inheritance
In object-oriented programming, the ability of one class of objects to derive properties and
behavior from another class.

init
A command responsible for starting ininalprocesses on a Linux system.

InsightrM
GUI interfaceto GDB.

interpreter
An interpreter translates high-level instructions into an intermediate form, which it then
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t/o

executes.

Unlike a compiler, which translates human-readable instructions into machine-readable

code, the interpreter immediately executes the instructions. Interpreters afe sometlmes

used during the development of a pfogram, when a pfogrammer wants to add small

sections atã time and test them quickly without taking the time to compile the program

each time.

lnput/Output. Refers to any software or hardware device whose pulpose is to enter data

into a computer or to extract data from a computer'

IP
lntemet protocol. The basic pr otocol of the Internet, enabling the delivery of individual

packetsfrom one computer to another across the web. see also TCPIIP.

rRc
lnternet Relay Chat. An Intemet chat program popular in the Meridian office. Similar to

]CB.

IRQ
lnterrupt Request, pronounced I-R-Q. IRQs are hardware lines over which devices can

send interrupt signãls to the microprocessor. When you add a new piece of hardware to a

machine, you sometimes need to set its IRQ number to specify which interrupt line the

device may use.

IWBNI
Email acronym: it would be nice if'

JVM
JavaVirtual Machine,part of the Java Runtime Environment responsible for interpreting

Java bytecodes.

kermit
A program used to perform file transfers'

kernel
The heart of any operating system; it is what controls all processes on a computef'

Activities such as multi-tásking and memory management are controlled by the kernel'

ksh
A Kom shell. rsr' is another Linux and UNIX shell,like bash âûd csh'

J

K
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LAN - Logiciel du Soleil

L

LAN
Local AreaNetworking that connects systems in order to share information and expensive
computing resources.

1d/LD
The GNU linker. Interchangeably used with capitalization, as LD. See linker.

LGPL
Lesser GNU Public License. The LGPL is different from the GPL in that it allows
developers to link in small pieces of GPL'd code without their code becoming GPL'd
itself.

library
A collection of precompiled routines, sometimes called amodule, that is stored in object
format. Every program that uses the library has access to the same routines, so developers
don't have to write the same code over and over. This reduces the risk of errors, and means
that there is a standard way to do something rather than each developer solving the same
problem in a different way.

Libraries can be linked to programs when they're compiled (called "static linking") or
when the program runs (called "dynamic linking").

LILO
Linax Loader, a program that boots Linux on a system's hard disk. LILO can be
configured to allow you to choose between multiple operating systems.

linker
A tool that merges object files and library archives (such as compiled classes), building an
executable, a complete program or a single executable file. For GNU, ra is the linker tool.

linker scr¡pt
A set of programmer-supplied instructions that tell the linker how to handle object file
sections, how to lay out memory, and so forth. For native linking, the contents of the linker
script are normally determined by the needs of the operating system; for embedded
targets, the programmer explicitly supplies the linker script.

Linux
An open source UNIX operating system for many kinds of computeÍs, created by Linus
Torvalds and others statring about 1990.

LISP

llSt Processing language, especially popular for artificial intelligence applications.

Logiciel du Soleil
Red Hat's sixth acquisition, in February 2000, based in Cagnes, France.
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LOL

M

MIPS

module

macro
Asetofinstructionsorkeystrokesrecordedandgivenashortname.Wheneverthe
macro'snameappedsinthesourcecode,thecompilersubstitutestheinstructionsor
keystrokes of tt "ïu"ro. 

Invoking a macfo reduces errors and saves time because you type

justthemacloname,nottheentirepieceofcode,eachtimeyouneedtouseit.

make
Make is a pfogram that developeÏS use to automatically compile, link, etc. so they don't

have to *n 
"uît 

pfocess themselves. In order to use make, developers must write a

makefile.
in the makefile needs to be executed' or if it

nsffuction. For instance, sometimes different

Iibrary,and make is smart enough to include

that library only once for the entire program'

makefile
A Makefile is a script,or list of instructions, that tells the compiler the order in which

different pfocesses should fun to tÙfî source code into abinara' see also make'

man page
..Manual Pages,, aIe the Linux and other UNIX systems, equivalent of the Windows, Help

System, and-vice versa. Nearly every command 
-has 

a built-in man page describing the

command's Pu{Pose and use'

From a command line,typeman coJnman d-namewhere command_na¡ne is the actual

command you'd like information about' such as man rs or man cd'

Minix
A tutorial version of uNIX, written by Andy Tanenbaum' Minix is said to have been the

insPiration lor Linux'

Email acronym: laughing out loud'

Millions of lnstructions Per second, a measurement of processing speed'

An independent piece of software which forms part of one or mole larger programs'

also librarY.

mount
TheLinuxandUNIXcommandthattellsthecomputefthatanotherfilesystemisavailable
for use. For example, you must mount a cD-RoM drive or azip@ drive before your

See
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computer can access it; most of the time this is done while the computer is booting. You
must also mount remote or network filesystems before they are available to you.

nat¡ve
A compiler built on a particular host that is used to generate executables for that same
host. For instance, a sparc-sun-sunos4. 1 native compiler runs on SunOS 4. I and generates
executables for SunOS 4.1.

newb¡e
Someone who is new to something; originally referred to someone new to posting on
USENET newsgroups, but now used to describe someone new at almost anything.

NFS
Network File System, a way to link machines over a network so that they can access files
as if they're sharing a local hard drive.

NRE
Non-Recurring Engineering, typically used to refer to one-time-only development, such as
re-targeting to a new architecture or adding a feature. See also Engineering Services.

object file
A binary-format file containing machine instructions and possibly symbolic relocation
information. Typically produced by an assembler for a linker, for compiling with a
program into an executable file.

offline
Usually heard in the phrase "Let's take this offline." Refers to discussing at a later time
something that is not relevant to the topic being discussed or that is not of interest to the
rest of the group.

open source
Non-proprietary. You can use and (if you want to) modify open souÍce software without
paying royalties to the company or person who wrote it.

packet
A piece of a message transmitted over a network; the pieces get reassembled into the
message when they arrive at their destination. Once in awhile, a packet gets lost, from
which comes the phrase "dropped a packet" when someone means they didn't catch what
you just said.

native - packet
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parsing error - prompt

parsing error
When you hear someone say something' but what you heard makes no sense'

patch
Achangeinsourcecodetocorrectorenhancepfocesses'Alsoafilethatcontainschanges
to source code; specifically, the results of a alrt (comparison) between the new file(s) and

the old file(s)'

peripheral device
A piece of hardware that connects to a computer but is not part of the computer' such as a

printer.

Perl
practicalExtraction Report Language,a scripting language designed by Lany Wall' See

http : / /www. perl ' com, the Perl Home Page'

PGP
pretty Good Privacy. A freely available piece of encryption software that is considered

vefy secule.

ping
L

POSIX

PPC

2.

A Linux and uNIX command that sends a small message over the network to see if

another computer on the network is up and running (like a submarine's sonar pulse)'

A brief message (usually email) to get someone's attention, to say "Are you there?"'

to ask a question expecting a short ãnt*"t (e'g' "I'll ping Joe to see if we can meet

Tuesday."), etc.

POV

PROM
ProgrammableRead-onlyMemory,RoMthatcanbepfogrammedusingspecial
equipment. PROMs can be programmed only once'

Prompt 
cursor'indicating that the

$, >, and %; some aPPlications

also known as the command

prompt or command line.

poslx defines a uNlX-like system by a set of system calls, libraries, tools' and a few

other components. Non-UNIX computers often support POSIX'

Email aclonym: Point of view'

PowerPC family of RISC pÍocessors, designed jointþ by IBM and Motorola'
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protocol- remoties

protocol
A set of formal rules describing ho\¡/ to transmit data, especially across a network. See also

c ommunicatio ns proto c ol.

Publications
The group that produces online and printed documentation delivered with software and

available from Red Hat's website. In different companies may also be known as

Documentatioú or Technical Communications.

QA
Quøllity Assurance, the group that tests software and tools before they're shipped to

customers. In different companies may also be known as Quality Control, Quality Group,

or Quality Engineering.

QE

Quality Engineering; see QA

RAM
Random-Access Memory, the volatile memory of a computer, ftom which a

microprocessot can read or write data. Anything stored in RAM when the computer is

turned off (or rebooted) is lost forever.

RAM Disk
A disk drive that resides in memory, taking up very little space, for storing temporary
work files or to help decrease the I/O load on a system's disks. Can use RAM from the

buffer cache to dynamically grow in size. See also IlO, RAM.

RCS
Revision Control System, the tools for controlling software revisions. See also CVS.

Redhatify
A process performed by the Information Services (IS) team to make your individual Red

Hat Linux workstation compliant with Red Hat's network.

Releng
Release engineering, pronounced "rel-enj." The group responsible for building,
packaging, and delivering Engineering Services tools to customers.

remot¡es
People who work for Red Hat from their homes, rather than coming in to a Red Hat office
every day. Also known as gypsies.

R

I

I
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RFC
Request For comment(s), one of a long-established series of numbered Intemet

informational documents and standardi widely followed by commercial software and

freeware in the Internet and UNIX communities'

ROM
Read-only Memory,non-volatile memory that can be read, but not written to, by the

microprocessor. The information stored n nOU doesn't disappear when the computer is

turned off.

The programs loaded into ROM are often critical to the operation of the computer; an

example is the bootstrap loader needed to boot the computer. compare with RAM'

root
1. In a hierarchy of files in a directory, the one item or directory from which all other

items or directorY Paths descend'

Z. The name of the primary administrative account on Linux and other UNIX machines'

For example, u *y.r"rr, ãdminirt utot will log onto your machine as root in order to

install a nL* pieó" of software or hardware; grants that person all-powerful control

over everything on the machine'

ROTFL
Email acronym: rolling on the floor' laughing'

router
Network device that determines the optimal path along which network traffic should be

forwarded, moving packets from one network to another based on the information

contained at the beginning of the packet (also known as the header).

routine
Any self-contained piece of soufce code within a larger program. Routines have an

identifying name by which other programs can invoke them'

RPM
Red Hat Package Manager.A system for packaging, installing, uninstalling, and updating

software on urf Linux ãistro that supporÁ the RPM standard. These include Red Hat and

MandrakeLinuxSystems.RPMfilescarrythe'rpmfileextension.

To get help about RPM at the command line, type rpm --help I more'

RSN
Email acronym: real soon now. usually used sarcastically to imply that several deadlines

have passed with no pfogress, and that whatever it is won't be ready in the near future'

RTOS
Real-Time OPerating SYstem.
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RTP - simulator

S

RTP
Research Triangle Park, Noth Carolina.

runt¡me memory
Memory accessed while a program runs

runt¡me system
The software system or environment in which compiled programs can run. The runtime

system includes all the code necessary to load programs, dynamically link native methods,

manage memory, handle exceptions, and an implementation of what may be an

interpreter.

scr¡pt
A file that contains a list of commands that can be run without user intervention' Scripts

are a convenient way to automate complex or repetitive tasks'

SEC
Securities and Exchange Commission.

server
A computer or device on a network that manages network resources. For example, a file

server is a computer dedicated to storing files, a print server is a computer that manages

one ot more printers, and a network server is a computer that manages network traffic. See

also client.

shell
The user interface to the kernel, andthe location of the command line.The main shells in

Use are ash, bash, csh, ksh, sh, âfld tcsh. COntaCt the helpdesk (frefpaesk@redhat ' com)

if you aren't sure which shell you are running'

. sig (or . signature) file
A file in someone's home directory that can be automatically appended to the bottom of
their email messages, providing information they have chosen to include: contact

information, a favorite quote, a PGP key, etc. See also PGP, standard disclaimer.

simulator
A tool that mimics the behavior of an embedded system (for instance, it shows exactly

what happens when the buttons on a cellular phone are pushed or the joystick on a game

machine is moved in a particular way) so developers can run theh code to see how it will
behave once the actual hardware is available for testing.

A simulator makes simultaneous development of the code and the hardware possible, so

that they are ready for market together.
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Sistemi Research Laboratories - swapping

Sistemi Research Laboratories
Red Hat's fifth acquisition, in February 2000, based in Milan,Italy.

sleep
State of waiting where the program doesn't do anything until an expected action occurs'

Compare with hang.

slideware
Derogatory term describing a product described in a slick slide show or presentation, but

that doesn't (and might never) really exist See also brochureware, vapotware'

sliP
To miss (or be in danger of missing) a deadline'

SOHO
Small Office l7ome Office, one of the divisions within Red Hat's Support organization'

Solariso
Sun Microsystem's current version of UNIX'

source code
Source code is a program's instructions written as a human-readable, ASCII text file' It

must be compiled by a compiler in order to be computer-readable.

Source-NavigatorrM
A component of GNUPTo Toolkit,an open source IDE with symbol browset, code editor'

class browser, hierarchy browser, cross-reference browser, and editor functionality, as

well as access to debugging utilities'

standard disclaimer
Usually seen at the bottom of someone's email as "standard disclaimer applies" meaning

..The views contained in this email are mine, and are not the views of my employer."

StarOfficerM
Sun's multi-platform office suite of tools'

subroutine
Part of a program which is called by another part of a proglam so that developers can

simplify code in their programs and save memory'

SunOSrM
sun Microsystem's previous version of UNIX, supplanted by so/aris@.

swapping
Movement of blocks of information between memory and disk while an application is

running.
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tar - thread

T
tar

Tape Archive. An archive utility that groups files and their directory structure together on
UNIX systems. Originally used to back-up file systems onto magnetic tape, tar is now
used extensively for distributing source code and files that do not necessarily reside on a
back-up tape. Tar files carry the . tar extension.

target
1. An actual physical device, such as a target microprocessor motherboard that gets files

from a host operating system.

2. An application or program run on atarget board.

3. A class of devices whose types include executables and libraries, either of which may
include other libraries and object files.

target env¡ronment
A host operating system and a target (usually a processü board) when working together
with an executable application.

Tcl
Zool Command Language, a scripting language developed by John Ousterhout. Tcl is one

of many scripting languages that allow rapid development of tools and utilities without
needing to write in a compiled language such as C or C++.

TCP/IP
Iransmission Control Protocol (based on IP), an internet protocol that provides for the
reliable delivery of streams of data across the web.

telnet
A program that allows you to log into a different machine on the network and use it as if
you were sitting in front of it.

terminal window
On a Linux or other UNIX system, a typical terminal window program would be xterm; on
a V/indows system, the terminal window program is MS-DOS Prompt. A terminal
window allows you to access the computer directly from the command line,rather than
through a GUI. See also console.

text mode
A method of installing software in which a graphical, mouse-based interface is not
available. A text mode interface is very plain in colors and graphics, and uses the keyboard
for navigation.

thread
The basic unit of instmctions for a program to execute. A process can have several threads
running concurrently, each performing a different job, such as waiting for events or
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three-way cross - URL

performing a time-consuming job that the pfoglam doesn't need to complete before

resuming. For a debugging process, when ã thread finishes its job, the debugger suspends

or destroYs the thread running.

three-way cross
See Canadian cross.

Tier One
See Engineering S ervices'

lrx
A set of extensions which adds more widgets to Tk'

TK

Toolkit, a graphical extension to Tcl thatmakes it easier to develop graphical user

interfaces.

TLA
' Three LetterAcronYm.

toolchain
A complete set of GNUPTo tools that work together in a particular native or host

architecture and a target environment. A toolchain's name is made up of the host' the 
.

farget,and the tool name (e.g. moer.-err-qcc). A toolchain contains four tools, used in this

order:
compiler->as sembf er->Iinker->debugger

triple cross
See Canadian cross'

Unicode
A 16-bit character set defined by ISO 10646'

UNIX

U

The uNIX operating system, developed at Bell Labs in the early 1970s. There are two

main versions of UNIi: one producãa Uy,O,T.AT' known as System V and one developed

at Berkeley University and known as BSD.

Linux, solaris, sunoS, HPruX, and AIX are some UNIX-based operating systems'

URL
Uniform Resource Locator. 'Ihe address, or location, of a resource on the Intemet' The

URL is used by a web browser to find a web page' an HTML document, an ftp site, or

anything else you might be looking for out on the Internet'
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V

van¡lla system
A computer system that hasn't been customizedin any way; right out of the box.

vaporware
Derogatory term used to describe a product announced far in advance of a release date that
might or might not occur; implies that a piece of hardware or software is more vapor than
real substance. See also brochureware, slideware.

var¡ables
A variable is a symbol or n¿une that a program uses to represent a value. Global variables
have one value at a time, and this value is in effect for the whole system. Constant
variables have values that never change.

vi
Visual lnterface, an editor for reading and writing text files available on UNIX systems
(it's called vim on Linux systems). vi is so simple (or brain-dead, depending on your point
of view) that many people use vi because they can do their task and be done before a larger
more complex tool has started up.

v¡rus
A program that searches out other programs and embeds itself inside them, so that when
the original program is executed, the virus code is executed too. They are spread by people
sharing files or programs with other people, and their actions can range from merely
annoying to very destructive.

widget
The components of a graphical user interface, such as menus, scrollbars or buttons.
Toolkits such as Tk provide prewritten widgets so that developers don't have to code them
from scratch.

window manager
A window manager (or "'WM" for short) manages all the windows, window borders, and
window sizes of aGUI. When you move windows around on your desktop, the window
managü hides and redraws the windows so you can work with the one you want. The
window manager "runs on top of'the operating system.

Enlightenment, WindowMaker, IceWM, CDE, and FVWM are all examples of Linux and
UNIX window managers; MS Windows is itself a window manager.

WireSpeed
Red Hat's eighth acquisition, in July 2000, based in Huntsville, AL.

W
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WOrd _ YMMV

word
The native unit of storage on a particular machine. A word is the largest amount of data

that can be handled by the microprocessor in one operation, and is usually the width of the

main data bus. See also 8-bir, l6-bit,32-bit,64-bit'

WRT
Email acronym: with regard to.

WYSIWYG
pronounced "wizzy wig"; describes a graphical user interface where "what you see is what

you get,, u* oppo..d tJa command line interface where you don't get immediate visual

feedback when you change something.

X Windows
A windowing system for GUIs on UNIX. See GU1'

x86
The name for Intel's family of 80x86 processor chips. Models after the 8086 are often

referred to by the last threé digits, for example the286,386, and 486' Because Intel

couldn,t trademark the numbering scheme, it started giving its processors names rather

than numbers, for example Pentium instead of 586. Intel-compatible processors are also

produced bY CYrix and AMD.

x86 does not refer to Macintosh, SPARC, Amiga, Alpha, oI any other variations of

computer Processors.

XFreeS6
A free version of the X Windows system that runs on Linux, XFreeS6 is an open

source-based method of controlling graphical information on your screen.

xterm
The X Window System terminal program.

YMMV
Email acronym: Your mileage may vary

Y
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